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ABSTRACT 

Piezoelectric thin films have gained attention as key materials for the actuation of micro devices since they provide high 

drive forces compared to others actuation mechanisms. One of the most challenging application field is the design of quasi-

static MEMS scanners, in which is difficult to have a high torsional angle and large reflective area while maintaining a 

good device robustness. In this work a monoaxial, quasi-static MEMS mirror with PZT actuation will be presented, 

surpassing the limitations found in the state-of-the-art solutions. The mirror has a large reflective area in the visible 

spectrum (4x3mm with aluminum coating) and the half mechanical opening angle is of 9deg (corresponding to a field of 

view of 36deg) with a relatively low actuation voltage (40V). To enable the mirror control, a diffused piezoresistive sensor 

in a Wheatstone bridge configuration is integrated in the technology platform. The innovative mirror design guarantees 

high resonant frequencies of the torsional mode (>500Hz) and higher spurious modes (>2.5kHz), which allow a quasi-

static actuation for the typical display refresh rates (up to 120Hz). The high frequencies of the translational spurious modes 

guarantee a high robustness against shocks and vibrations, which makes this mirror suitable for consumer or automotive 

products.  In this paper it will be described the working principle of the patented MEMS design, the manufacturing process, 

the FEM simulations and the experimental findings obtained on fabricated samples. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The adoption of MEMS mirrors has been rapidly growing in recent years, involving different types of applications: in the 

early 00s the main goal was to develop consumer pico-projectors, while more recently the main focus was related to 

AR/MR and LiDAR applications. MEMS laser projectors can be found, among others, in: North (now Google) Focals [1], 

Microsoft Hololens 2 [2], Bosch Smartglasses Light Drive module [3] for AR/MR applications and Intel RealSense L515 

[4] and Innoviz One [5] for short and long range LiDAR. Additional examples of products including MEMS laser 

projectors, with an extensive description of the optical engines used can be found in [6]. 

All these use cases have in common the request of increasing the projection performances in terms of resolution, field of 

view (FOV) and refresh rate, which translates into the requirements of bigger reflective area of the mirrors, higher 

mechanical opening angles and higher working frequencies. For these reasons industry and researchers are developing new 

MEMS technologies that can provide such improvements.  

The first MEMS mirrors developed in the past years used electrostatic actuation [7][8], a well-known actuation technique 

adopted in all kind of MEMS sensors and actuators, which can provide torque by means of comb fingers. The main 

disadvantages of electrostatic actuation are related to the high actuation voltage needed (up to 200V), which affect the 

power consumption of the system, and the limited projection performance that can be reached (usually up to 600p, 60Hz), 

due to the limited opening angle and device robustness achievable with this kind of technology. 

Another actuation technology adopted in the past few years is based on Lorentz force (i.e. electromagnetic actuation), 

generated by an electrical current flowing in a movable coil placed in a static magnetic field [9][10]. The advantage of this 

actuation technology relies in the increased torque compared with electrostatic actuation, which can be used to increase 

the opening angle, mirror reflective area and robustness of the device. The drawbacks are related to the increased power 

consumption (high current flowing in the coil, usually hundreds of mA), the generation of the magnetic field which require 

bulky magnets and the possible reliability problems arising from exposed metal coils, which can affect the lifetime of the 

device or may require a weather sealing that can further increase the volume occupation of this solution.  
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To overcome these limitations, in the past few years a big effort was made to develop MEMS technologies incorporating 

piezoelectric materials, which can provide high force with low power consumption and not requiring additional bulky 

elements in the assembly.  

STMicroelectronics developed PεTRA technology [12], based on PZT material, to support the request of better and more 

efficient actuation common to all kind of MEMS actuators, including μlenses (partnership with Polight [13]), μspeakers 

(partnership with uSound [14]) and μmirrors. 

One of the main challenges in MEMS mirrors is related to the “slow axis” quasi-static design, whether it is a biaxial or 

double monoaxial mirror solution: quasi-static mirrors don’t take advantage of the the Q-factor amplification as in resonant 

mirrors and this require a low torsional stiffness and big torque (i.e. big actuators). In addition, quasi-static axis usually 

requires a big movable mass (big reflective area required for monoaxial design, gimbal and fast axis actuators carried by 

quasi-static axis in the biaxial approach, as highlighted in Figure 1), which can strongly affect the device robustness. This 

challenge is even more felt for piezoelectrically actuated micromirrors where few solutions reaching good scanning 

performances have been proposed up to now [15][16], but where still it can be recognized a risk of limited mechanical 

robustness. 

This work will focus on a novel design concept of quasi-static MEMS mirrors with a big reflective area of 4x3mm2, 

addressing such challenges and guaranteeing remarkable results in terms of performance and robustness. In Section 2 the 

design and the manufacturing process are described, Section 3 will show simulation results together with characterization 

and reliability measurements and Section 4 will conclude highlighting the main results obtained and the future possibilities 

that can be achieved using this kind of technology and design concept. 

 

 
Figure 1 Double monoaxial (left) and single biaxial (right) projection solution. It can be noted that quasi-static axis, highlighted in green, requires bigger 

area and movable mass. 

2. DESIGN AND PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

In the world of piezoelectric thin films for MEMS there are several possible solution and the material selection has to be 

made depending on the MEMS requirements: as reference, one can compare 3 main materials used for actuation and 

sensing in MEMS: PZT, AlN and AlScN. Recalling what done in [15], in Table 1 are reported the main material properties 

that need to be considered during the design of a piezoelectric MEMS. 

 
Table 1 Comparison between the main thin film materials used for MEMS actuation and sensing 

Property PZT AlN AlScN 

e31,f [C/m2] 

Piezoelectric coefficient 
~15 ~1 ~2 

Linearity Nonlinear Linear Linear 

εr [-] 

Relative permittivity 
~1200 ~10 ~15 

tanδ [%] 

Dielectric loss 
~3 ~0.03 ~0.1 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

For MEMS mirrors (and more in general for all MEMS actuators) the most important parameter is the e31,f , which is 

directly related to the force that the film is able to transfer to the silicon structure: as it can be noted, the PZT force is ~1 

order of magnitude greater then AlN/AlScN and thus, to obtain the same actuation performances of PZT with AlN, one 

should increase of ~1 order of magnitude the piezoelectric film area or the driving voltage, resulting in high volume 

occupation (and die cost) or dedicated ASIC solution for high voltage driving which can be less efficient (increased area 

and power consumption).  

One can argue that the power consumption of a PZT thin film is greater than AlN and AlScN due to higher relative 

permittivity and dielectric losses, but it is worth stressing that typical quasi-static PZT MEMS actuator have a capacitance 

in the range of 10-100nF, which translates in a power consumption well below 10mW (assuming 40V of driving voltage 

and up to 120Hz actuation frequency), almost negligible compared with the power consumption of other components of a 

projection system (driving electronics, lasers, …). In addition, the lower operating voltage (typical <50V) of PZT-based 

actuators requires less power-hungry electronics, resulting in an overall lower power consumption of the system.  

AlN and AlScN can be more efficient in other kind of applications, such sensors, where its properties of higher linearity, 

stability and the lower permittivity can provide a high, linear and stable over time output voltage. The nonlinearity and 

variability over time (if not poled) of PZT thin films actuation require to monitor the device behavior during the lifetime. 

For the device presented in this work, a standard piezoresistive (PZR) sensor in Whetstone bridge configuration [17] has 

been used to sense the stress on the torsional springs, enabling the possibility to know the mirror position and to perform 

a closed loop control with the dedicated electronics. Finally, an additional characteristic has to be taken into account for 

the PZT case, that is its displacement response upon polarization: PZT is characterized by a typical butterfly-shaped electric 

field-to-displacement curve, which means that the imposed displacement has the same direction upon reversal of the 

electric field and consequent switch of the piezoelectric domains. Typical displacement curves for unipolar and bipolar 

polarization are reported in Figure 2 and a comprehensive treatment of PZT nonlinearities can be found in [11]. This could 

appear as an additional limitation of PZT with respect to the linear response of AlN, but it can be easily and effectively 

overcome by the mechanical design, as it will be shown in the following, by adopting actuators at opposite sides of the 

mirror rotation axis to generate opposite mirror tilt directions. 

 

 
Figure 2 Unipolar (left) and bipolar (right) plots of displacement and polarization versus voltage, for different values of maximum voltage, collected on 
a cantilever structure. The plots highlight the nonlinear and hysteretic behavior of the PZT material, which is monitored using a PZR sensor. The bipolar 

plots show how the displacement is positive direction regardless the sign of the applied voltage, requiring PZT actuators on both sides of the MEMS 

mirror to obtain positive and negative rotation around the rotational axis. 

 

Following these considerations, PZT has been selected as the material of choice for piezoelectric actuators in 

STMicroelectronics’ proprietary PεTRA process platform [12]. In Figure 3 is reported the schematic process flow 

description with the main fabrication steps: the starting wafer is an SOI, where diffused piezoresistors are defined. The 

PZT stack, comprehensive of passivation, electrodes and routing metals is then realized, using the sol-gel process to deposit 

the PZT thin-film. The movable masses are patterned by means of a silicon DRIE process on the thinner top silicon layer 

and on the thicker backside silicon layer, used to define the external frame and the backside reinforcement under the mirror, 

to guarantee the mirror flatness. Lastly, the wafer is bonded with a second wafer (cap), pre-patterned with a cavity. The 

last step is not mandatory for the mirror functioning but makes the MEMS device robust during handling and simplify the 

assembly, since the cavity that enables the mirror movement is already defined during the wafer fabrication.  



 

 
 

 

 

 

In the MEMS mirror described in this work aluminum material is used as reflective layer, thus optimized for visible 

projection (AR/MR, picoprojectors, …), but alternative reflecting metals could also be used in the same process platform 

for other applications, for example gold for 3D sensing or LiDAR systems. 

 

 
Figure 3 Schematic process flow description 

 

The reflective area of the MEMS mirror is 4x3mm2, significantly bigger than the solutions that can be found in literature 

(usually up to 2mm diameter [7]-[10][15][16]) and the overall die size is 11x5mm2 with a remarkable 20% fill ratio of the 

mirror area. This solution offers great performances and small volume occupation for multiple applications: the big mirror 

area, coupled with a fast scanner, can be used to create high resolution images (>1080/1440p) for AR/VR or to increase 

the range of LiDAR systems beyond 200m. 

The MEMS mirror layout is reported in Figure 4: in light blue are reported the reflective area (rotating around the x-axis) 

and the routing metals, in grey are represented the silicon structures, in yellow the PZR sensor and in green the PZT 

actuators. As per what described before, two piezoelectric actuators are required to generate the full mechanical scan angle: 

the two actuators are connected at opposite sides of the mirror rotation axis to generate opposite direction rotations even if 

PZT can support a displacement only along one direction, for this reason the actuators (which are exactly the same) are 

reported using different green scales. The two actuators are forced alternatively with fully-positive signals (e.g. sawtooth, 

triangular, sinusoidal…) in order to stay in the region where the voltage-to-displacement is most linear and to prevent the 

domain switching in the PZT material (as described in Figure 2) which in addition may affect the reliability of the actuators. 

As an example, in Figure 5 are reported the sawtooth driving waveforms on the two PZT actuator, with the resulting mirror 

motion and PZR sensor output.  

The reflective area is connected to the anchor points using torsional springs, which allow the mirror rotation while reducing 

the vertical motion of the mirror. In addition, having the mirror connected directly to the anchor points by using these 

torsional springs is very important to increase the robustness against shock of the device, a key feature for consumer and 

automotive applications. At the anchor point of one torsional spring is placed the PZR sensor which, as reported in Figure 

5, allows to have a correlation between the mirror torsional movement and the sensing voltage. The reflective area is then 

connected to the actuators by means of folded springs, which uncouple the mirror rotation with the actuator curvature, 

another key feature of this design concept since it allows to use the high out-of-plane force of the PZT actuators without 

being affected by its deformed shape. 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4 MEMS mirror design description 

 

 
Figure 5 Input driving voltage on the two actuator sets (left) with the resulting mirror movement and PZR sensor output (right) 

 
In Figure 6 is reported a comparison between the novel design concept used in this work and one of the standard approaches 

that can be found in literature [16]: it can be noted how in this design the connection point between the actuators and the 

mirror is placed near the rotational axis, reducing the out-of-plane movement required by the PZT actuators and exploiting 

a lever mechanism that enable large rotations of the mirror with relatively short PZT actuators. On the contrary, in the 

standard design concept, the required out-of-plane movement of the actuator is equal to the movement of the mirror tip, 

which affect the device efficiency thus requiring several folded actuators in series to reach the desired opening angle (from 

5deg up to 15deg half mechanical scan angle are usually required). In addition, as reported above, the adopted solution 

uses two torsional springs that directly connect the reflective area with the anchor point, which increase the robustness and 

the resonant frequencies of the unwanted spurious modes (e.g. out-of-plane pumping mode, in-plans translational modes).  

 

  
Figure 6 Patented design (left) and state-of-the art (right) design concepts working principle 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

3. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Finite element (FEM) simulations have been performed in the design phase to predict the main functioning parameters 

(opening angle, modal behavior, PZR sensor sensitivity, shock robustness …) of the device. The target half mechanical 

opening angle was of 8deg, considering an operative maximum peak voltage of 40V. In Figure 7 are reported the simulated 

displacements and the stresses, considering a 40V voltage applied on PZT actuator 1 (as reported in Figure 4) and 0V 

voltage applied on PZT actuator 2. The simulated half mechanical opening angle (~9deg) is slightly higher with respect to 

the target value of 8deg, which guarantees a minimum opening angle of 8deg considering possible process spreads. The 

maximum of the first principal stress component is ~0.9GPa, located in the springs that connect the reflective area to the 

actuators, this value is well below the Si limit of about 3GPa [18][19]. 

 

 
Figure 7 FEM simulation results: displacements (left) and stresses (right) with 40V actuation voltage and ~9deg half mechanical angle. Maximum stress 
(~0.9GPa) location highlighted in the red circle. 

 

The results of the modal analysis are reported in Figure 8: the first (torsional) mode is located at 565Hz and its deformation 

is aligned with the quasi-static deformation in working conditions. The goal was to have the 1st mode frequency higher 

than 500Hz, to successfully drive the mirror in closed loop and limiting the unwanted excitation arising from nonlinearities 

and sharp points of sawtooth and triangular driving waveforms. Other important parameters are the frequencies of the 

spurious modes, which are directly related to the stiffness and thus to robustness of the device for Y and Z translations. 

With this design the 1st spurious mode (Z-translation) has a resonant frequency >3kHz, which highlight the high robustness 

of the device against external excitation, as will be shown below with shock simulations and tests. 

 

 
Figure 8 Modal analysis up to 6kHz 

 

To perform experimental tests the MEMS mirror a dedicated PCB has been developed to simplify the handling and 

reducing the testing time. In Figure 9 are reported some images of the package used and the description of the test setup: 

the PCB is placed in a board using the card-edge connector, perpendicular to a laser source which is deflected by the 

MEMS reflective area on a perforated sheet. A camera collects the length of projection and by knowing the distance 

between the MEMS and the sheet is possible to obtain the opening angle of the mirror. In addition, the output voltage from 

the PZR sensor is collected by an oscilloscope to check the PZR sensor sensitivity. All the measurements are performed 

automatically, using a PC with a dedicated software. 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Figure 9 Details of the PCB and experimental setup used to test the MEMS mirror 

 

The results of FEM nonlinear static simulations are compared with the experimental results obtained on 3 samples in 

Figure 10, for different values of peak driving voltage. The half mechanical opening angle θ is reported in the plot and it 

is useful to underline that the resultant field of view (FOV) is 4xθ, 36deg considering an 9deg half mechanical opening 

angle at 40V. The correlation between experimental and simulated results is remarkable across the entire voltage range. 

As highlighted previously, the maximum voltage in operating conditions is 40V, but in the characterization phase the 

samples have been stressed up to 80V (deformed configuration shown in Figure 11) to check the margin with respect 

possible silicon breakages. An excellent result has been obtained since no breakages have been found up to almost double 

stress with respect to the target angle. The source of the nonlinearity that become significant over 10deg is mainly 

mechanical, related to the deformation of the springs that connects the reflective area to the actuators. In the same 

measurements also the PZR sensor sensitivity is measured, showing a good agreement between experimental (average 

value of 1.3mV/V/deg) and simulated data (1.4mV/V/deg, where mV is the output of the sensor for each V of bias voltage 

given to the Wheatstone bridge for each degree of rotation of the mirror).  

 

 
Figure 10 Opening angle vs peak driving voltage: simulation vs experimental results. On the right is reported the definition of half mechanical scan angle 
θ, the mechanical opening angle is then 2xθ and the resultant field of view (FOV) of the projection is 4xθ 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

    
Figure 11 Image of the MEMS scanner with 80V applied on PZT actuators 1 and 0V applied on PZT actuators 2 (left), in rest condition (center) and with 

80V applied on PZT actuators 2 and 0V applied on PZT actuators 1 (right).  

 
The modal behavior is then studied experimentally using a Polytec MSA-500 vibrometer analyzer [20], the results are 

shown in Figure 12. The first torsional mode is found at 570Hz, in excellent agreement with the simulated value of 565Hz, 

while the Z-translation mode is found at 3.2kHz, aligned with the simulated value of 3.3kHz. Due to the metal routing 

configuration it is not possible to see the third mode of Figure 8, since PZT actuators belonging to the same set cannot be 

actuated in opposite phase, as the mode would require, since they are connected by metal routings. The last mode below 

6kHz found in the simulations is the Y-translation mode, which is not present in graph because it is an in-plane mode and 

it cannot be measured by using a vibrometer. 

 

 
Figure 12 Experimental modal analysis, obtained using a vibrometer 

 

After the design validation tests shown above, the devices have been tested with operative conditions of cyclic 0-40V 

driving voltage in open loop for 168 hours, collecting the PZR sensor signal as shown in Figure 13 for a couple of samples. 

The aim of this test is to check the MEMS reliability and identify possible failure mechanisms and design weaknesses: the 

opening angle appears stable even in open loop driving conditions and no mechanical or electrical failures are observed, 

confirming the robustness of this design solution.    

 

  
Figure 13 Opening angle stability over time at constant driving voltage (open-loop actuation) 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Another important design parameter for such big MEMS components is related to the shock robustness of the device, 

which may become the most critical design parameter for consumer and automotive applications. Before the device 

manufacturing, FEM shock simulations have been performed, considering the test conditions reported in MIL-STD-883E 

[21] shown in Table 2.  

 
Table 2 Shock conditions reported in MIL-STD-883E 

Acceleration peak [g] Pulse width [ms] 

500 1 

1500 0.5 

3000 0.3 

 

The minimum shock robustness usually required for MEMS mirror components is 500g, while for some applications it is 

required a shock robustness of 1000 or 1500g. During the design phase of the device presented in this work, the goal was 

to achieve a shock robustness of 1500g: Figure 14 shows the simulation results of a shock in Z direction (the most critical, 

perpendicular to the mirror plane) with 1500g peak acceleration and 0.5ms pulse width. The maximum out of plane 

displacement of the mirror is limited to about 50μm and the maximum principal stress is of about 1.3GPa, well below the 

already mentioned silicon limit which is ~3GPa.  

These results are confirmed by the experimental activity: 10 samples have been tested with cumulated shock conditions at 

increasing shock amplitude of 500g, 1500g and 3000g (10 shock repeated in X, 10 in Y and 10 in Z direction for each 

shock amplitude). No breakage is found for input accelerations of 500g and 1500g, while some broken samples are found 

after 3000g, where the expected stress on the silicon spring is near the material limit.  

 

 
Figure 14 Shock simulation results: half sine input acceleration of 1500g with 0.5ms pulse width (top) as per MIL-STD-883E, out of plane resultant 

displacement (left) and first principal stress component (right). Maximum stress locations highlighted by red arrows (top and bottom faces of central 

torsional springs). 

 

In Figure 15 is shown a sample before and after the 3000g test: it can be noted that the crack on the silicon spring is located 

in the same position of the maximum stress (red arrow) in the simulation results of Figure 14. One can also note that after 

the spring crack, the successive shocks lead to a catastrophic failure of the device, with the breakage of the springs that 



 

 
 

 

 

 

connect the reflective area to the actuators and the consequent removal of the mirror (white area in the left image, absent 

in the right image). 

 

 
Figure 15 Image of torsional spring location before and after a shock test of 3000g, 0.3ms pulse width (left) and layout reference (right). Crack location 

aligned with the maximum stress location obtained in simulations, shown in Figure 14. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this work, a quasi-static MEMS mirror with PZT actuation has been thoroughly analyzed: from the reasons behind the 

piezoelectric material selection, going through the simulations and design validation data and finally presenting the main 

reliability tests results. The device shows remarkable results in terms of performance, providing a big reflective area of 

4x3mm2 with an opening angle up to 15deg (~9deg considering the target driving voltage of 40V) in a compact die size 

while fulfilling the robustness requirements for consumer and automotive applications. Starting from this design concept 

and process platform it is possible to build similar MEMS mirrors optimized for specific use cases: by reducing the 

reflective area (which may be overdesigned for most applications), it is possible to increase the opening angle or reduce 

the overall MEMS footprint. In addition, improvements of the PZT process platform adopted in this work are under 

development and may provide up to a 2 times more efficient material in terms of torque, which will further increase the 

reachable opening angles and reflective area while reducing the volume occupation of the device.  
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